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• Discussion of unique features present in FCA cases complicating mediation.
  — Relevant parties to the mediation (DOJ, agencies, states, relator)
  — Potential divergence of interest among parties
    — §3729 claims v. §3730(h) retaliation claims
    — Relator’s share percentage
    — Relator’s attorney’s fees
    — Dollar recovery in present case v. legal principles applicable to all cases
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• Discussion of unique features present in FCA cases complicating mediation.
  – Non-Monetary Complexities
    – Covered Conduct
    – Releases
  – CIAs
  – Treatment of individuals—Post Yates Memorandum
Agenda

• Where are the leverage points on each side?

• What is the neutral’s approach to maximize prospects of a successful FCA resolution?

• Professional and ethical duties of counsel and the neutral where the relator is participating in the ADR proceeding along with the government and the defendant?
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